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support variety kind of removable and fixed storage device support multi-partition, it has ability to
set each partition as public or privacy encrypt partition table and file system supports all windows
file system : fat12, fat16, fat32, ntfs supported maximum storage capacity : 2048 gb encryption
algorithm : 128 bits aes, high security level. user password length up to 50 characters. user can
protect each removable device after download storagecrypt 4.1.0 with single or multiple users.

encrypted device will not normally be visible in windows explorer supports all partition table files
(system, mbr, gpt) when you create a new partition with the associated file system, you now have

the option to make it read/write only, so that it can only be read from, not written to, a partition that
is not enabled for read/write operation, if the partition table file has been encrypted. in case of

partition table file that has been encrypted, the "system reserved" field is now automatically filled
with zeros. file system is now also listed in the main window: if encrypted, it will have the padlock

icon; if the file system is currently mounted and the partition is not encrypted, the icon will show the
symbol of the associated partition (example: c:, d:, e:), but otherwise the icon will be replaced by a

symbol of the file system. note: if the file system is currently mounted, the icon will only be
displayed if the partition table file has been encrypted or if the partition is also currently encrypted.

new option to encrypt the partition table file (in addition to the existing one): if a partition file is
encrypted, its associated file system will also be encrypted. new option to synchronize the partition

table file(s) across all partitions on all devices.
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supports all portable media (such as memory stick, zip drive, usb drive, portable hard disc drive,
flash card, compact flash card, pcmcia drive, pc cards and so on ) support any partitions partition,

including multi partition, hidden partition, boot partiton, hidden partiton partition, selected partition
and/or selected partition(s) encrypt partition table and file system can be used as a backup or cloud

storage and with online media player (like xbox, ps3 and wii, windows media player and apple
itunes). it has ability to share the encrypted contents, you can simply share your secret url. your

shared contents can be accessed remotely via internet connection without any software installed. to
access the contents on the shared url, you do not need to install any software. you can simply open

your web browser and download the shared data a single secret url can be shared by multiple
people. storagecrypt can be used as home network backup, data sharing or online media streaming.

thanks to the used aes-256 encryption algorithm, data leakage and data corruption are well
prevented. if you want to decrypt the data, find the secret url and you will be able to download your

data if you want to crack the data, you need to find the passwords. if you want to crack the data
without the passwords, we provide you with the best available brute force attack options you may
select to store your decrypted data in a folder, so that you can take them to any place and access
them without the need to share the secret url with others. the decrypted data is a backup file, it is

stored in a folder not a stand alone file. you need to download it first and extract it to a folder of your
choice. then you are all ready to use it as a backup 5ec8ef588b
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